fusion of roofs on the hill slopes there were a few roofs
of gkss through which one could look. That was not
all—that a few people shivered, hungered, fought duels,
worked, thought in their rooms. A great deal more tfem
that happened, a very great deal. Just take the lecture
rooms, those cells of learning each with a man standing
in its centre who had accumulated knowledge that he
might impart it to others. There was the whole seething,
struggling, impatient, insatiable world of learning, per-
petually bubbling and all-devouring. In one room was
being exhibited a tumour of the brain which would
probably prove fatal, in another a relief map of the Jor-
dan. There were people at work calculating oscillations,
refractions, rays, energies, the paths of the planets;
experimenting, demonstrating, peering through micro-
scopes, studying clauses and laws, formulating hypo-
theses, reaching out beyond themselves and sometimes
reaching into the void. In one retort a crystal was form-
ing out of green vapours—to-morrow the world would
talk of it. The biologist von Stetten never put out his
lamp before eight o'clock each morning; for six years
he had been seeking a serum against a particular parasitic
disease of the respiratory tract. Dr. Jonas, the philolo-
gist, who came, back from the war suffering from para-
lysis of the nerves and ky like a heavy, dead log of wood
in his bed, was working at an immense new transktion
of the Bible. The physicist Bihlrnayer had contracted
mercurial poisoning. He had become an old, toothless
man, with sore mucous membranes and a fatally diseased
intestine. He would die just before reaching his goal
And the anatomy servant, Horselmann, out of sheer
love of science, sat up every night until three o'clock
piecing together skeletons. . ..
Then—to mention but one thing—there were the
hospitals.  They filled a complete street. They made up

